The Next Generation Analytics Platform
for Federal Government

SEARCH & AI-DRIVEN ANALYTICS

Overview

ThoughtSpot is the leader in search & AI-driven analytics for enterprises. We help the world’s largest companies succeed in the digital era by putting the power of a thousand analysts in every business person’s hands.

With our next-generation analytics platform, business people can use Google-like search to easily analyze complex, large-scale enterprise data and also get trusted insights to questions they didn’t know to ask, automatically - all with a single click.

ThoughtSpot connects with any on-premise, cloud, big data, or desktop data source, deploying 85 percent faster than legacy technologies.

Awards

- Leader
  2019 Gartner Magic Quadrant
- Technology Pioneer
  World Economic Forum
- Top 100 Company
  Forbes 2018 Cloud 100
- 50 Highest Rated Private Cloud Companies
  Battery Ventures / Glassdoor

Transformation of Digital Government

A sound digital analytics platform can lay the groundwork for a more effective digital government.

ThoughtSpot’s self-service analytics platform empowers organizations to simplify access to data. When more people in the organization can ask questions (and get answers) with simple, plain-English search terms, the entire organization benefits. For organizations operating at the scale of the federal government, not having to wait a few days for a report can amount to millions of dollars in savings, operational efficiencies and even lives saved.
Simple
What’s the one common interface across all the apps on your phone? Answer – the search bar. Think what can happen if you put the power of the search bar on top of the billions of rows of data that the government maintains, manages and generates. Anyone, from the Agency Director to business analysts can search to analyze billions of rows of data from any source – human capital management, inventory and logistics, case management, financial data – all in seconds.

Smart
ThoughtSpot’s search bar is smart and delivers a familiar modern search experience. A search bar prompts you, makes suggestions, and guides you to the right answer. For the questions you didn’t know to ask, ThoughtSpot’s AI-engine SpotIQ provides automated insights on the fly as you search, surface related searches, as well as lets you auto-analyze any new data source, chart, dashboard, or a specific data point to discover the most relevant insights for you.

Automated
Over the last two decades, the exponential growth of data has led to even more time being spent responding to the endless data calls and taskers assigned to the analysts. ThoughtSpot aims to reduce the time spent collecting the right data and instead provide automated answers through search & AI.
Deliver Instant Answers for All

With ThoughtSpot there is no “per user tax.” Get unlimited user licenses to increase analytics adoption and data-informed decision making across your organization.

Case Management
Whether benefits or investigations, everything is a case. Create a centralized, single version of the truth to better understand where inefficiencies and bottlenecks exist.

Cybersecurity
Ask ad hoc questions quickly and securely from your cyber data - instant results can drive instant action, allowing you to respond to the latest attack. All while adhering to agency-wide governance.

Command and Control
Drill anywhere across billions of rows down to your cyber data - instant results can drive the transactional level for mission critical instant action. All while adhering to insights in seconds.

Fraud Detection
Empower all users to uncover and identify potential cases of fraud, by making data insights more visible and accessible.

Workforce Projection
Anticipate mission changes, identify resource allocation and react appropriately, by automatically surfacing visible and accessible insights from AI-Driven analytics.

IT Systems Modernization
Deploy the next gen capabilities of ThoughtSpot for analytics and update your legacy systems by embedding AI driven search.

Asset Management
With easy cross-source analysis, identify gaps in the supply chain to ensure departments are fully staffed and mission-ready at all times.

Learn more at
thoughtspot.com/solutions/government-analytics

Request a Demo